Abstract: Monumental weathervanes have been overlooked as a tiny but important genre of ancient bronze sculpture. This is the first collective study of all three definite examples: the so-called 'triton' on the Tower of the Winds in Athens, a copy of this somewhere in Rome, and the winged female 'Anemodoulion' on the Bronze Tetrapylon in Constantinople. I propose to identify the intended subjects of these sculptures as the weather-deities Aiolos and Iris, thereby restoring a part of each monument's original meaning that was unknown to the authors of our ancient written accounts.
4 urban landmark for hundreds of years, to be admired by many thousands of citizens and visitors.
Furthermore, as anthropomorphic figures moved by windpower (like many of Hero of
Alexandria's working-fluid toys), monumental weathervanes should be classed as a form of automaton.
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They arguably represent a 'missing link' between mechanisms and sculptural monuments.
For the three monumental weathervanes that our sources explicitly identify, the dates of manufacture are uncertain. The first vane was a 'triton' adorning the Tower of the Winds in Athens; the second was an imitation of this, at an unknown location in Rome; and the third was the Anemodoulion, a winged female figure atop a pyramid, which in turn crowned a tetrapylon spanning a major intersection in central Constantinople until the sack of 1204. 8 The Athenian example was made in the second or first century BC; 9
Rome's within the following three from Constantinople), functioned for centuries with periodic repairs. On a much smaller scale, a bronze falcon of the seventh to eleventh centuries, which was converted in the thirteenth or fourteenth century into a whistling weathercock for the church of San Frediano at Lucca, remained in use until 1954 (Contadini (2010) 54-7). The weathercock of Ottery St. Mary Church has purportedly functioned since the twelfth century (Dainton (1957) 119).
It must be remembered that Philo's and Hero's automata usually move or rotate in toto, only sometimes containing articulations. On the development of automata in antiquity, see Hill (1984) 183-222. Precision engineering did not require hydraulic or pneumatic piping: the Antikythera mechanism, itself a work in bronze, was operated manually.
Amid the burgeoning bibliography on this device, see Freeth (2008) ; Bitsakis et al. (2010) ; N. Kaltsas et al. (2012) .
The challenges involved in making bronze sculptural vanes are illustrated by the first 'Diana of the Tower,' made by Augustus Saint-Gaudens and installed atop Madison Square Garden in 1891, which failed to rotate. 8 The tetrapylon is thought to have stood on the Mese at the Makros Embolos intersection, between the Fora of Theodosios and Constantine I: see Berger (1997) . Its bronzes were destroyed in 1204 (Khoniates, De Signis 648). 9 The construction date of the Tower of the Winds is debated, but must antedate Varro's reference to it (c. 37 BC).
Some, including Von Freeden and Kienast, argue convincingly for the second century BC on stylistic grounds. 5 centuries; and Constantinople's at an unknown date before its alleged importation from Dyrrachium between the fourth and eighth centuries AD. I shall discuss them in chronological order, proposing connections with earlier monuments where relevant, in order to sketch a historical narrative from which general conclusions may be drawn.
I. THE TOWER(S) OF THE WINDS
Our earliest reference to a monumental weathervane is in Varro, who mentions the Tower of the Winds when describing his elaborate aviary near Casinum. This had an astronomical clock inside its rotunda, combined with a weathervane of unknown exterior form (which cannot therefore be confirmed as a figural vane), whose display was internal (Res Rusticae 3.5.17):
In eodem hemisphaerio medio circum cardinem est orbis ventorum octo, ut Athenis in horologio, quod fecit Cyrrestes; ibique eminens radius a cardine ad orbem ita movetur, ut eum tangat ventum, qui flet, ut intus scire possis.
In the middle of the same hemisphere, around the axis, is a ring of the eight winds, as in the horologium at Athens, which the Kyrrhian built. There, a spoke projecting from the axis moves around the compass, so that it touches the wind which is blowing, so that you can tell from indoors which one it is.
Vitruvius, writing two decades or so later, refers not only to the Athenian compass of winds but the entire monument, including the vane (1.6.4): On each side of the octagon he arranged sculpted images of the winds, each one facing its own breeze. Above the tower he constructed a marble cone and upon it he put a bronze triton holding out a rod in his right hand. He contrived it so that it revolved in the wind and always faced opposite the breeze, and held its rod as a pointer over the image of the wind that was blowing. Roman sources are detailed enough to prompt limited speculation on the nature of the earliest examples.
The only known precedent for the octagonal, statue-crowned design of the Tower of the Winds, and probably its direct inspiration, was the world-famous Pharos of Alexandria commissioned by Ptolemy I Soter in the first half of the third century BC. 14 The tallest tower in 13 The sixth century BC sculptor Kanakhos made a bronze Apollo Philesios at Didyma and a cedar copy at Thebes.
In its hand was a deer, attached by two of its hoofs using sockets. This allowed it to be moved from one position to another (Plin. HN 34.75). Sometime in the fifth century, Kleotas built a bronze eagle with outspread wings, which was launched above an altar as the starting-signal for the chariot race at Olympia (Paus. 6.20.11-12).
14 For bibliography on the Pharos lighthouse, see footnote 1. The design of the Tower of the Winds is 'obviously Greek, both in the severity of decorative treatment and in the antiquated method of roofing', and the Pharos 'must be included' among its lost prototypes (Lawrence & Tomlinson (1996) 181). Kienast (2005) 
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The monument is agreed to have stood well over one hundred metres high in three tiers: a square base, an octagonal middle, and a cylindrical top accommodating a watchfire, crowned with a statue. This statue is one of many suggestive foreshadowings of the Athenian monument.
The eight-sided middle section-really a smaller tower in its own right, founded upon the massive square base-is the only classical parallel for the eight-sided Tower of the Winds. Kallimachos asks Zeus ('the harbour-watcher') to protect his beloved's ship.
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Zeus Soter was doubly appropriate, being patron of harbours and also the namesake of Ptolemy
Soter, who commissioned the tower. 23 The long, thin object he held instead of a thunderbolt is possibly a royal sceptre, but more likely a sceptre-like rudder symbolizing protection of ships, 24 21 Boreas was snake-legged on the chest of Kypselos (Paus. 5.19) and some (e.g. Furtwängler (1905) 435-8; Benton 1965 ) have also identified the snake-tailed 'Bluebeard' on the Acropolis as a wind-figure. 'Navy' in the tragic poets). Sostratos might only have dedicated the statue and not made it or the tower (see Bernand (1996) and especially Bing (1998) 22-3), though in any case, the two works formed a unified design. 24 What the statue's two hands held is unclear. A glass beaker found at Begram in Afghanistan, last seen in Kabul
Museum ( fig. 6 ), bears an admirably detailed image of the Pharos supporting a figure with an oar or rudder propped in its left elbow. Handler (1971) 60 finds this inconsistent with the coin images and (oddly) suggests that the antimonarchical Romans replaced this oar-bearing Ptolemy with a sceptre-bearing Poseidon. In fact, the statue on the reconstructed beaker seems to be missing its right arm and may have held both objects at once. The coins are 13 with which the weather-god rules his subjects. 25 It has been proposed that the statue and pointer were part of a mechanical clock, 26 but this seems unlikely on both practical and iconographic grounds. 26 See Fragaki (2012) , who also follows Goodchild (1961) in using the mosaic labelled 'Pharos' made at Qasr elLebya in AD 539 to argue that the topmost statue represented Helios.
27 Practically: whereas the clepsydra in the tower of the Winds was powered by an aqueduct from higher ground, the Pharos stood on an artificial peninsula and at considerable height. Clepsydras are also too fragile and sensitive for their moving parts to be exposed to the elements (especially on a coastal tower); all known ancient examples, from , .
. 35 Anderson (2011) 
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The bronze Anemodouris [sic] was set up by the impious Heliodoros in the time of Leo III the Syrian, such that the twelve winds are portrayed on it. The four large bronzes were brought from Dyrrhachium. The woman herself occupied it as spoils from some temple.
He made it with great scientific and astronomical skill.
This passage-which gets the name of the monument wrong-is our sole evidence that its bronze decorations were taken from Dyrrhachium, and that it was created under Leo III (by contrast, the Parastaseis says Constantine I and Konstantinos says Theodosios I intended to set up a bronze of himself.
In the second and more lavish description, Niketas eulogizes it among the major bronze sculptures that the invaders tore down, cut up and melted (De Signis 648):
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. Now, the four-sided bronze device, mounting up aloft and almost equal in height with the tallest columns which have been set up in many parts of the city: who, laying eyes on this, did not marvel at its ornamentation? Every musical bird, giving its springtime song, was carved there; the works of husbandmen-pipes, pails, sheep bleating, lambs skipping-were fully rendered. The ocean waves were outspread and shoals of fish were on display, some being caught, others mastering the fishing-nets and swimming freely again in the deep. The erotes in twos and threes, arming themselves against one another but unclothed, threw apples and were hit by them, convulsed with delightful laughter.
Suspended above this four-sided monument, which terminated in a point like a pyramid, was a female likeness which revolved around at the first breath of the winds; for this reason it was called the Anemodoulion.
The monument was clearly a surpassing work of craftsmanship, primarily praised for its reliefs with their rich scope for ecphrasis and only incidentally for its vane. Niketas seems to describe four thematically unified scenes on the sides of the pyramid: songbirds, shepherding, fishing and apple-picking. (The amount of detail raises the interesting question of how, and how well, these panels could be seen.) 38 These probably represent the four seasons with a cardinal wind presiding over each, since wind direction was thought to herald the progress of the weather: as discussed 38 On the classical practice of richly adorning even very elevated surfaces, and the aesthetic values behind it, see De Angelis (2014).
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above, the Andronikos who built the Tower of the Winds was an astronomer and probably intended the vane as part of an astrometeorological assembly, together with the armillary sphere and sundials. 39 Niketas mentions the vane, both to explain the name and because it added to the monument's beauty. His omission of the images of the winds suggests not that they had disappeared, but that they seemed mundane and functional: his concern is the beauty of the monument. conventionalized as flags, roosters and so on (just as a modern clock's hands are usually nonfigural, or at best arrow-shaped). Yet these long-lost bronze weathervanes were landmarks in the history of art, as well as in the history of science. Remembering that each was a highly visible sculpture, crowning a highly ornamented monument, we might well expect them to represent specific individuals. This was customary for the elaborate monumental clocks of late antiquity, which marked time with automata as well as sound-making instruments and whose pointers bore figural designs. 40 The clock described in sixth-century Gaza by Procopius in his Ecphrasis of the Horologium featured twelve doors, which opened in hourly sequence to reveal Hercules dressed for one of the Labours. But they only did so when a moving statue of Helios pointed at them.
IV. MOTIFS AND SYMBOLISM
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The position of the Sun marked the passage of time, allegorically combining the iconography of myth with observed reality. Figural motifs sharply distinguish monumental clocks and vanes from more commonplace instruments, being rare and inconsistent on sundials, and absent from wind roses.
Given these circumstances, it is worth asking why the rotating statues of Athens and
Constantinople took the forms they did. The presence of Zeus on the Pharos is very logical, but why would the winds be accompanied by a triton or a winged woman? In each case, clues exist, but they lay hidden even from our ancient witnesses, who were not concerned with iconographic details. For example, Varro and Vitruvius merely state that images of winds adorned the Tower of the Winds, whereas we know from the surviving reliefs that they were given individual named portraits and distinctive attributes. We must look not only at our textual sources, but through them, since they convey only the impressions of later viewers and not the designs of the creators.
40 Fragaki (2012) .
41 Diels (1917) provides a detailed discussion of the text with reconstructive drawings.
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I suggest that the weathervane of the Tower of the Winds represented a meteorological deity, in keeping with its other figural motifs. It was built before the first century BC but attributed-at least in its later form-to Andronikos of Kyrrhos, and was much more sophisticated as a scientific apparatus and architectural specimen than as a sculptural monument.
It originally bore a weathervane, sundials, and a water-clock (Varro calls it a horologium) that probably gave astronomical information. 42 Around the top of the surviving building are the eight cardinal winds, relief carvings of male figures, of indifferent quality. Their presence in the composition is easily understood. However, the lost central vane is described by Vitruvius as 'a bronze triton holding out a rod in his right hand'. 43 Scholars from Faventinus to the present day have repeated this assertion, apparently accepting the presence of a mer-man as an allusion to the seafarers trading nearby, and incurious as to why he would extend a rod instead of his customary conch; only von Freeden has attempted an explanation. 44 Vitruvius may have expected to see a triton because mechanical tritons were employed in their conventional role as trumpeters. 45 However, we must note how few examples are known, and the fact that both the Pharos-style octagonal tower and the Egyptianizing pyramidion shape may well derive from the same city of 61 It has been argued that the invention of automata and simulacra inspired a fundamental intellectual shift towards 'mechanistic philosophy ' (de Solla Price (1964); Berryman (2003) . It is tempting to see the pyramidal shape of the Anemodoulion assembly, like the elongated pyramidal shape of the gnomon on ancient sundials, as a sign that the instrument derived ultimately from an Alexandrian model. Its closest comparandum is one of the Hellenistic treasures paraded in Pompey's third triumph of 61 BC, 'a four-sided golden mountain (montem aureum quadratum) with stags, lions, and all kinds of fruit, surrounded with a golden vine' (HN 37.14). Here, 'four-sided mountain' almost certainly means 'pyramid', since the official acta from which Pliny quotes were written before pyramis had entered the Latin language. The Anemodoulion assembly therefore shares its pyramidal shape and bounteous iconography with Pompey's 'golden mountain'. The pyramidion (benbenet) capping Egyptian pyramids and obelisks was often inscribed on all sides, and usually covered with shining gold, electrum or bronze (Curran et al. (2009) 14-15 
